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Topoenergetic aspects of human body 

“Experience – universal mother of all sciences”, 
 Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 

Summary 

Simplified and general energy circuits are proposed for living human body and 
discussed on the basis of personal experience in testing of a large variety of 
systems, including mental behavior of human individuals and analysis of large 
number of diseases, especially cancer and diabetes. Basic idea, consistent with 
the main ancient philosophies, considers the living human body as connection 
circuit between two reservoirs of information and energy, namely: the Primary 
Source emitting and receiving pure or primary information/energy and the 
ground for so called perverse energies. By developing such information/energy 
circuits it will be possible to obtain more accurate information about the 
relationship of human being with the Universe.  

Introduction 

The latest results in medical science agree with some principles of traditional 
medicine and ancient philosophies, namely they represent blockages and/or 
malfunctions of energy circuits in living organisms. However, these principles 
are not officially recognized and efficiently applied yet. My studies on a large 
variety of diseases and number of particular cases (I refer only to the human 
beings) have showed additionally that almost all diseases have origin in our 
mind. Thorough studies of cancer and diabetes evidenced their social origin, i.e. 
inter-human relationships, otherwise said inter-mind interactions [1]. 
Medical doctors also observed the social/epidemic character of cancer [2] and 
diabetes [3]. 
Appearance and development of these diseases clearly show a social erosion 
process mainly driven by age and sex according to a general rule for all human 
races and geographic locations ([4] and citations therein).  

Human energy circuit 

First of all it is essential to reveal that living organisms need permanent income 
of information from an external source for their development because the 
genetic inheritance stored in material body does not contain all necessary 
information. This supreme or primary source (PS) of information exists 
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independently of matter, space and time. However, primary information flow 
received by a living organism from PS is “wrapped” in a primary (subtle) 
energy, distributed successively in all organs-tissues-cells-etc. and converted in 
specific forms of energy. All these emergent energies: nuclear (living organisms 
perform nuclear transmutations, [5]), electro-magnetic, chemical, mechanical, 
caloric, are called as perverse energies. Important to note that all these perverse 
energies consciously used by human society have caloric secondary effects, so 
that calorimetry is a universal measuring instrument for all processes in human 
activities [6]. However, there are some individuals able to trigger and develop 
such activities by mind control without caloric effects.   
Figure 1 schematically shows the overall energy circuit of the human organism. 
The primary information-energy flow (prana) is received by the first centre 
(chakra of sahasrara) and subsequently distributed along spinal cord in all body 
[7]. According to the generalized Kirchhoff’s rule all systems receiving signals 
= information (wrapped or not in a form of perverse energy), are able to emit the 
same. This means that all human body and each part of it emit signals. However, 
the emitted signals are not identical with the received signals. They can have the 
same nature but differ by amplitude according to topoenergetic principles [6]. 
By analyzing these signals emitted by organs-tissues-cells-etc. it is possible to 
obtain information about their health state. 
There are blind persons having ability to “see” these flows of information or 
pure energy in the living organisms without to be wrapped in perverse energies 
[8]. This phenomenon belongs to so called telepathic communication by which 
human mind receives and emits pure information in a universal language 
(shatki) available for all living organisms (see Baxter’s experiments involving 
interaction between human mind, plants and other living organisms [9]). This 
language and communication is digital.  
It is important to note that in the information-energy circuit of human organism, 
mind has the ability to create its own information by thoughts (vrittis) as 
permanent analysis of income information from PS, from other sources and 
experience from the five senses. With these thoughts, individual’s mind can 
block, distort and/or ad his own information/decisions to the information from 
PS. This ability is called as Free Will which is determined by information stored 
from experience in present and previous lifes (samskaras and karmas) [7]. 

 Particular case 

The particular case of information emitted by human mind via ears wrapped in 
electromagnetic energy in the range of millimeter waves is shortly presented 
bellow. Ears have the specific design of antenna (waveguide) for such form of 
(perverse) energy.  
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Figure 2 shows schematics for decoding circuit of the emitted signals and 
wrapping (converting) it in other forms of perverse energies proper to one or 
more of the five senses. 
Each one of the modules shown can be realized by components using different 
technologies because actual experience in mm-spectroscopy can solve this 
circuit. It is already known that biological molecules emit in the range of THz 
[10], however the noise level is high and it needs high quality filters and 
amplifiers. On the other hand, isolated molecules lose mostly the initial 
information coming from the PS, so that the final results are not conclusive.  
Energy sources 1-3 are driving perverse energies.                  
Tube with ionized gas can be a good solution. Crooks has initiated experiences 
on such devices and most of his results are not deciphered yet [11].However, a 
new generation of passive and active components based on topoenergetic 
properties of composite materials/systems is necessary. My initial results 
obtained on topoenergetic properties of polyethylene and calorimetric systems 
([6] and citations therein) have been substantiated a new research direction for 
new forms and sources of energy [12]. Unfortunately, social, financial and 
technological conditions in that period did not allow finalizing this project 
excepting a small part of it.  

Concluding remarks: 

(i) human body is like antenna receiving and emitting information from 
and to: PS, other living organisms, organic and inorganic matters; 

(ii) mind is the main centre in which all incoming and already existent 
information are analyzed according to Free Will, reflected back to PS, 
transmitted in the rest of body via spinal cord and around the body;    

(iii) this information may be wrapped in different forms of perverse 
energies; 

(iv) continuous improvement of circuits receiving and deciphering 
information/energy emitted by human mind (the above described 
circuit) will allow opening new paths for:  

- new generation of topoenergetic composite materials, passive and active 
components in deciphering pure information and telepathic 
communication; 

- early stage of diagnosis and treatment of any diseases based only on 
information/energy; 

- new forms and sources of energy without pollution. 

Agilent Technologies and UC Davis announced recently the creation of Davis 
Millimeter Wave Research Center (DMRC) as national (US) and international 
institute for development of mm and THz technology [13].    
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Figure 1. Schematics of energy circuits in human body.
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